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The dissertation presents a study of properties of generation of the first, very massive and
very luminous stars that occurred in the universe relatively shortly after the era of
recombination. It brings interesting new results concerning the structure and evolution of the
first stars, with detailed and carefull treatment of the nucleosythesis processes occuring in the
interior of the first stars. The crucial parameter characterizing the first stars is metallicity, i.e.,
the relative abundance of iron. Of course, in the case of the generation of the first stars, the
metallicity must be very low - in fact the author should make some comments on the case
when the metallicity is zero. The structure of the first stars is considered in details, including
the processes of convection, etc. Further, the role of the luminous energy on the interstellar
matter is discussed.
The dissertation is written very carefully, however, it goes into too much of details of the
cosmological models that are not directly related to the actual scientific contribution of the
presented work and its results. Sometimes it is difficult to separate the new scientific results
of the work and the generally known ideas, models and methods of research. Nevertheless, it
is clear that the author made some relevant contributions in modelling the nucleosynthesis in
the first stars. Although there is no journal publication of the results contained in the PhD
dissertation (according to my knowledge) one can expect that the original results could be
published in relevant journals.
I am convinced that MSc. David Bahena - Bustos demonstrated in this PhD thesis his abilities
for good scientific work. Therefore, I am recommending to accept his PhD thesis and to
award PhD degree to MSc. David Bahena- Bustos.
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